Introduction
According to the National Institutes of Health (NIH), precision medicine is "an emerging approach for disease treatment and prevention that takes into account individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for each person." Announced in 2015, the Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI) seeks to promote research at the intersection of lifestyle, environment, and genetics to produce new knowledge for more effective ways to prolong health and treat disease 1 .
Information and knowledge that could be instrumental to advances in precision medicine are buried in a vast, ever-increasing, and diverse range of data sources in structured and unstructured format: patient medical records (EMRs), standardized clinical data (such as what is required by Medicare), administrative data -from hospitals, insurance companies, and pharmacies-, patient surveys and self-reported comments from individual patients 2 , the published literature, clinical trials, and research data deposited in public collections such GenBank 3 or the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database 4 , and many curated databases of interactions and pathways, to name just a few. Some recent text mining approaches related to precision medicine include automatically extracting and normalizing variant mentions in biomedical literature to reference variants in a curated database, thus allowing for analysis and novel discoveries. 5 Other relevant effort used associative text mining analysis of the free narratives of EMR to develop a system to identify previously unrecognized disease-associated factors. 6 Recent visualization advances have focused, for example, on genomic cancer data to help improve clinical decisions for precision oncology. [7] [8] [9] This session highlights original research and invited presentations on novel text mining, natural language processing (NLP), and visual analytics approaches at the intersection of lifestyle, environment, and genetics that enable further understanding of disease processes and effective treatment for individuals and cohorts that share specific characteristics.
Session Summary
The session includes two keynote talks by leaders in the field in biomedical data visualization and text mining, Jason Moore and Sophia Ananiadou. There are four full-length papers competitively selected for inclusion amongst the varied high-quality submissions exploring problems associated with the annotation of gene data sets, visualization of electronic health records and gene interaction to facilitate precision medicine, and concept normalization in clinical text. We selected contributions that are applicable to big genomic and text based data from multiple sources.
Keynote: Visualization for Precision Medicine
The first invited talk focusing on visualization is given by Jason Moore, Ph.D, Director of the Institute of Biomedical Informatics (IBI) and Senior Associate Dean for Informatics at the University of Pennsylvania's Perelman School of Medicine. Dr. Moore's work spans from artificial intelligence, data science, visualization and complex adaptive systems to systems biology, precision medicine and human genetics. Dr Moore's work relevant to this session is ample and varied. We outline here three of his most relevant papers as a quick reference:
• ViSEN, a methodology and software for visualization of statistical epistasis networks 10 . Epistasis, defined as the non-linear interaction effect among multiple genetic factors, has been recognized as a key component in understanding the underlying genetic basis of complex human diseases and phenotypic traits. ViSEN allows the analysis and visualization of two and three-way epistatic interactions. This visualized information could be very helpful to infer the underlying genetic architecture of complex diseases and to generate plausible hypotheses for further biological validations. ViSEN is freely available at https://sourceforge.net/projects/visen/.
• In PSB 2011, Dr Moore introduced a 3D visualization methodology and freely-available software package for facilitating the exploration and analysis of high-dimensional human microbiome data 11 . Powered by commercial video game development engines, the approach provides an interactive medium in the form of a 3D heat map for exploration of microbial species and their relative abundance in different patients.
• Pioneering visualization of biological interpretation of gene expression microarray results, Dr Moore presented EVA (Exploratory Visual Analysis) 12 as a flexible combination of statistics and biological annotation to provide a visual interface for the interpretation of microarray analyses of gene expression in the most commonly occurring class of brain tumors, glioma. Dr Moore's keynote is focused on big data processing and visualization techniques for precision medicine, and provides an insight about this rapidly emerging field. A world awash in big data presents significant computational challenges for identifying meaningful and actionable patterns. Visualization methods and technology are advancing at a rapid pace and have the potential to enable a deeper understanding of big data and derivative research results. This will require an active effort to adopt new visualization methods and to integrate them with computational analysis methods such as machine learning and natural language processing.
Keynote: Text Mining for Precision Medicine
The second keynote, focusing on text mining, is given by Sophia Ananiadou, PhD, director of the National Centre for Text Mining (NaCTeM) and Professor in the School of Computer Science at the University of Manchester. She has led the development of the numerous text mining tools and services currently used in NaCTeM with the aim to provide scalable text mining services: information extraction, intelligent searching, association mining, etc. She has received the IBM UIMA innovation award 3 consecutive times and is also a Daiwa award winner. Dr Ananiadou's publications relevant to this session span back at least a decade. We highlight three as a quick reference:
• In a recent publication 13 , Dr Ananiadou presents a novel method that improves identification of textual uncertainty for extracted events and explores how it can be used as an additional measure of confidence for biomedical models. They use a hybrid approach that combines rule induction and machine learning with subjective logic theory to combine multiple uncertainty values extracted from different sources for the same interaction. The approach makes considerable improvements over previously published work. They evaluate their proposed system on pathways related to two different leukemia and melanoma cancer research.
• With the continuously rising need to understand the etiology of diseases as well as the demand for their informed diagnosis and personalized treatment, the curation of diseaserelevant information from medical and clinical documents has become an indispensable scientific activity. Dr Anaiadou offers Argo (http://argo.nactem.ac.uk), a generic text mining workbench that can help in semi-automatic annotation of literature, including
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annotation to standard terminologies, such as the UMLS. Argo's flexibility is put to the test with the semi-automatic curation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) phenotypes in this publication 14 .
• To create, verify and maintain pathway models, curators must discover and assess knowledge distributed over vast biological literature. Dr Ananiadou explores methods for associating pathway model reactions with relevant publications 15 . The approach extracts the reactions directly from the models and then turns them into queries for three text miningbased MEDLINE literature search systems. These queries are executed, and the resulting documents are combined and ranked according to their relevance to the reactions of interest. An online demonstration of PathText 2 and the annotated corpus are available for research purposes at http://www.nactem.ac.uk/pathtext2/. Dr Ananiadou's keynote focuses on text mining techniques to assist in the annotation and discovery of biological pathways. Pathway models are valuable resources that help us to understand the various mechanisms underpinning complex biological processes. Their curation is typically carried out through manual inspection of the scientific literature, a knowledge-intensive and laborious task. Text mining methods are used to automate model reconstruction by increasing the speed and reliability of discovery and extracting evidence from the literature. Complex information from the literature is automatically extracted and then mapped to reactions in existing pathway models. Information from the literature (events) can act as corroborative evidence of the validity of these reactions in a model or help to extend it. In addition, by contextualizing the textual evidence (extracting uncertainty, negation), we can provide additional confidence measures for linking and ranking information from the literature for model curation and ultimately better experimental design.
Full-length Papers
In VisAGE: Integrating External Knowledge into Electronic Medical Record Visualization, Huang et al. present a method that visualizes electronic medical records (EMRs) in a low dimensional space. Their work addresses a common issue with EMRs-that they are often fragmented and so visualization techniques often place unrelated patients close together in the visualized space. By integrating knowledge from external data sources, the system attempts to enrich EMR databases to solve this issue. This approach could aid clinicians in diagnosing and treating patients with conditions that are often misdiagnosed because they either have a collection of non-specific symptoms or are overshadowed by more prevalent conditions. The evaluations presented by the authors suggest that the method produces effective clustering of patients suffering from Parkinson's disease.
In GeneDive: A Gene Interaction Search and Visualization Tool to Facilitate Precision Medicine, Previde et al. address the problem of information overload that is faced by users of automatically mined, text-based gene interaction data by proposing a web-based tool that performs information retrieval, filtering and visualization tool. The tool, GeneDive, attempts to bring some of the best of the breed, adopting functionalities of text mining tools in the biomedical domain into a single platform. Inspired by the work of Literome 16 . GeneDive leverages Cytoscape 17 , a software package popularly used for visualization of biomolecular interactions, and DeepDive 18 , a text mining tool for extracting gene interactions from literature, to provide a web-based retrieval, filtering and visualization tool for large volumes of interaction data. GeneDive offers various features and modalities that guide users through the search process to efficiently reach the information of their interest. The tool is time-efficient and it can process millions of interactions within seconds. The authors also discuss that in the future, the tool can be seamlessly extended to other interaction types such as gene-drug and gene-disease. The tool will also be made publicly available at: http://www.genedive.net.
In Annotating Gene Sets by Mining Large Literature Collections with Protein Networks, Wang et al. propose a natural language processing system that infers common functions for a gene set via the automated mining of scientific literature for relevant phrases. The system creates a heterogeneous network that connects genes with lexical concepts from the literature and combines these connections with protein interactions. The method works by performing a random walk over a heterogeneous network of phrases and genes. The authors argue that this approach presents two major advantages over previous text mining methods: (i) it integrates semantic information derived from the literature with biological information derived from experimental and interactome data, and (ii) the visualization technique reduces redundant information and visual complexity by utilizing a novel mechanism to organize functional annotations using a data structure called 'Hierarchical Concept Ontology'. The authors evaluate their method's ability to recover GO term names from the literature, applying the method to CLiXO gene sets 19 , and identify a number of cancer-related terms. Evaluations of the method show substantial improvement in predicting manually curated annotations compared to a baseline text mining approach. The returned phrases remain relatively broad; however, the GO evaluation results are promising and the method takes an interesting step in the efforts to explain a gene set from literature.
In Improving Precision in Concept Normalization, Boguslav et al. propose a strategy for improving precision in medical text concept normalization by utilizing an existing highperformance biomedical concept recognition pipeline and a manually annotated corpus. The authors argue that precision is more important for health-related tasks, such as patient-centered decision support, since decisions based on false positives can be detrimental to patients' health. Although one counter-argument could be that computational system outputs are not directly used to make decisions but are vetted by human experts, and thus the role of such systems is to decrease the burden on the human agent. Thus, recall might indeed be important, but it is definitely a worthy endeavor to work toward precision gains if the loss in recall is small or can be addressed in the future, and hence the work by Boguslav et al. is a welcome direction. The normalization method primarily relies on a set of pre-and post-processing techniques that enable the use of a pre-existing corpus to perform the actual normalization task. The approach shows statistically significant improvements in precision over an existing baseline system for eight datasets, at the expense of recall.
Discussion
Text mining and visualization methods for biomedical data such as those presented in this session enable unprecedented use of data from diverse sources that can inform clinical decisions, and have come to be accepted as a necessary tool in advancing precision medicine. Visualizing such voluminous and heterogeneous data is a significant challenge, and tackling it in a way that can enable clinicians and researchers to advance precision medicine requires not only computational and logic acumen, but also creative visualization and attention to cognitive processes.
Visualization approaches and text mining techniques for information retrieval and natural language processing that are tailored to the specific needs of this domain and can handle big data play a vital role in harnessing the power of these sources to advance precision medicine research and delivery. The session aims to provide a platform for researchers to share their latest investigations in text mining and visualization and advance the vision of precision medicine as a universal, accessible approach at the point of care.
